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Summary

Protection and preservation of cultural heritage is an important responsibility for policy makers,

public and private institutions, and the citizens themselves. Technologists can make an important

contribution by designing monitoring systems for these sites and using the data to prevent inci-

dents. Internet-of-things technology offers, for a sustainable price and with significant flexibility, a

wide range of different possibilities, fitting different circumstances: from monitoring the environ-

mental parameters of a room in a museum to sensing structural changes in a historical building and

to protecting vulnerable artifacts. In this paper, we consider the case of monitoring an extended

cultural heritage area: a UNESCO protected site, the center of Matera, an Italian town that will be

a European Capital of Culture in 2019. This city is a unique historical settlement, as buildings are

partially carved into the rock that constitutes the geological substrate of the area, a local practice

used since the prehistoric age. The extent and density of these structures makes the physical pro-

tection of the site a big challenge when the expected large crowds of tourists arrive. The objective

of the proposed system is to anticipate the threats in a timely manner so that appropriate actions

are taken by the authorities thus avoiding damage to the cultural heritage sites.

We propose a technique for modeling the performances of the Internet-of-things–based moni-

toring systems that support the planning of incident management in a protected site by exploiting

multiple, sparse, heterogeneous, and partially controlled sensors to monitor the behavior of the

crowd. The technique is based on the use of Markovian agent models to study the parameters and

the dynamics of a scenario, to understand the needs of the monitoring system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The introduction of the Internet-of-things (IoT) paradigm allows the

use of heterogeneous sensors to monitor vast areas at a low cost. The

scalability of the approach depends on the possibility of processing data

at a high rate: a wide network of heterogeneous devices provides sens-

ing and status information that aligns to the speed, volume, and variety

typical of Big Data systems.

One of the fields of application of IoT is the protection of cultural her-

itage: controlled spaces (eg, museums) can be monitored with a sensing

infrastructure that can be easily installed, monitored, and extended,

and data can be easily processed in real time to implement alarms or

control of environmental parameters such as temperature and humid-

ity or even to perform a continuous analysis of the state of perishable

assets. In these cases, if measurements indicate that parameter values

are outside the specified range, access to the rooms may be limited or

delayed. Of course, IoT is not the only applicable technology for these

situations, but it is probably the most flexible state-of-the-art solution.

When the space considered is a wide and inhabited area, such as

a town, and its cultural heritage is to be protected, scenarios grow in

diversity and complexity and human behavior can hardly be ignored.

In protected historical areas such as Pompei, Venice, or the center of

Rome, in which the vastness of the area, the nature of the access paths

and the presence of inhabitants prevent or obstruct any kind of access

control, then, as documented by news reports, the probability of site

damage or theft is significantly higher than 0. In such scenarios there

is also a more complex problem: emergency management. In case of

incidents (terrorist attacks, natural disasters, public demonstrations, or

rallies), there is no direct escape path planning that can be applied, and

the intervention of police, firemen, national guard, or medical aid per-

sonnel is hard because of the complexity of the terrain and the behavior

of the crowd (eg, panic). Festivals or events are the ideal scenario to
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plan a terrorist attack or the defacement of a cultural heritage site. Such

situations require additional monitoring that adapts to the size of the

crowds, the nature of the event, and the alarm level.

In this paper, we present a quantitative modeling approach for the

planning and management of events in vast, populated cultural her-

itage sites that relies on adaptive IoT-based monitoring and situation

assessment systems in which crowd behavior is included. This approach

allows both for the modeling the possible scenarios and the design of

the main parameters of the needed computing infrastructure. The main

advantage of our approach is its capability of catching, by means of an

analytical solution, the dynamics of a high number of model elements

with a compact, parameterized description and a low computational

cost, with an accurateness that is increasing with the number of agents

in the system.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the motivation

for this work; Section 3 presents related work; Section 4 describes the

modeling approach; Section 5 shows a case study; and Section 6 closes

the paper.

2 MOTIVATION

Wide protected areas of cultural or natural significance are character-

ized by the presence of constraints of different kinds. Constraints may

be related to the preservation of the landscape, (eg, it is not possible to

alter the environment with invasive monitoring systems) or to modify

existing artifacts or natural obstacles to facilitate the monitoring activ-

ities. Similar constraints concern infrastructures: it may not be possible

to install artifacts to support services, such as cables, antennas, and

energy supply units thus affecting the integrity of infrastructure facil-

ities. In wider areas, there may be geographical constraints that make

it physically impossible or too expensive to implement solutions that

require physical connections between 2 different locations. Architec-

tural constraints are a special case; they may prevent for historical rea-

sons small modifications of a building such as the installation of wiring.

Some wide protected areas are inhabited; there is a resident population

that lives its normal life in and around the cultural heritage sites whose

life should not be disturbed by monitoring activities nor disrupted by

invasive installations. Such areas are dynamic and evolve slowly over

time as contrasted to the case of a museum. Consequently, a monitor-

ing system should be dynamic and able to adapt to sudden changes or

temporary different conditions, while not disrupting the life of the res-

idents. It is usually not possible to control accesses to such sites, as the

freedom of movement of the local population cannot be restricted and

the flow of visitors, customers, guests, and tourists on different time

scales should not be impeded. Furthermore, the design of such a sys-

tem should also respect the privacy of the population as protected by

relevant laws (eg, Italy’s laws for the protection of citizens privacy).

Consequently, a suitable monitoring system should be capable of

reconfiguration and be able to scale easily the extent and density of

the coverage and the degree of smartness of its supporting applica-

tions, while keeping costs sustainable. The infrastructure of the sys-

tem should guarantee ease of maintainability and manageability, while

satisfying the aforementioned scalability and reconfigurability require-

ments. Internet of things seems to be capable of providing all these

properties, while letting the designer free to choose among a wide

range of different devices and to adopt different supporting software

solutions to administer, collect, and process data with conventional and

Big Data approaches. The standards on which IoT relies ensure that the

overall architecture of the monitoring system is open and easily extensi-

ble and can be modulated to fit special or temporary needs or to exper-

iment with innovative solutions and new approaches. It is quite simple

to find off-the-shelf components and to integrate and coordinate differ-

ent devices that can be remotely managed (when allowed by laws and

opportunity), such as high-quality cameras, existing legacy assets, non-

invasive sensors (for common areas such as public places or offices), or

specially developed sensors for buildings or art objects in open public

spaces. Such an enormous flexibility needs solid guidelines to support

the design, deployment, and reconfiguration of the infrastructure. Posi-

tioning and choosing the right sensors, and in a sufficient number to

guarantee coverage, need proper planning that can be supported by

computer simulation. The potential of IoT-based solutions also enables

the management of risky and critical situations that may be consid-

ered as outliers with respect to normality, such as special events that

aggregate large and unpredictable crowds in small spaces with a few

exits in case of incidents or accidents. In such cases, the density of the

crowd influences the risk level, because of impediments to evacuation

or because a panicked crowd behaves in an irrational way. The struc-

ture of the monitoring system must adapt to different situations such

as including additional sensing devices and the incorporation of addi-

tional support personnel that is usually not present in normal operating

conditions. Specific solutions for crowd monitoring that add to normal

cultural heritage site protection goals as well as incident prevention

and safety enforcement goals include some proactive initiatives such

as providing free WiFi access to visitors to monitor position and move-

ment of mobile devices or even an event-oriented mobile application.

An application, in fact, could be used to gather more detailed data about

the crowd and to exercise some influence on it. For example, it can

direct part of the crowd to different, less critical areas to reduce crowd

density, and it can schedule their access to relevant spots opportunis-

tically to maintain sustainability. Or it can modulate the movement of

the crowd over time and get some data that are useful for the manage-

ment of the situation in advance; or, finally, it can exercise partial control

of evacuations and reduce panic by issuing directions towards different

exits. The presence of the human crowd influences in a direct and in an

indirect way the computing needs of a monitoring system. The direct

influence comes from the fact that there is a numerically higher num-

ber of possible information contributions to be processed, individually

provided by mobile devices or by local sensors. The indirect influence

arises from a number of situations: an intensification of data traffic and

mutual influence in movements; a need for more accurate algorithms

to manage data from collective sensing, such as video data processing

to count people or to detect anomalous behaviors of single individuals

that may reveal the presence of terrorists or misfits, or sudden illness

of individuals; a need for human-in-the-loop monitoring that requires a

reconfiguration of the policies and a different timing of the procedures;

a need for cross-checking data to ensure correct detection of anomalies

and reduce false positives; a need for including new complex devices

such as drones to control the situation; and, in general, more complex

scenarios, characterized by a different local density in different areas
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that changes over time (eg, a religious procession) with dynamics that

have to be explored and identified by means of on line Big Data solu-

tions. Being able to correctly model the possible behavior of crowds is

of paramount importance to provide useful data that guide designers to

shaping both the sensing infrastructure and its spatial deployment. The

actual system workload depends on the number and type of sensors,

the complexity of the scenario of the number and location of sensitive

and critical points, the density of the population, and the criticality of

active threats.

3 RELATED WORKS

3.1 Internet of things and cultural heritage

Internet of things is a technology that enables wireless sensor net-

works to get integrated into standard based communicating-actuating

networks that seamlessly blend into the environment1 creating the

so called ambient intelligence.2 Smart connectivity capabilities and

context-aware computation3 are the main characteristics of IoT that

allow an evolution of the computation paradigm with respect to tra-

ditional computation. Ubiquity of sensing and integration with high

performance computing facilities (such as cloud-based infrastruc-

tures) provide the basis for the implementation of scalable and flex-

ible applications: for a survey on enabling technologies the reader

can refer to Al-Fuqaha et al 4 and Li et al5: ubiquity may be aug-

mented by interactions with humans by means of mobile devices, in

the so called opportunistic IoT paradigm. 6 Internet-of-things systems

should cope with a large variety of different problems7: integration of

heterogeneous devices, scalability, ubiquitous data exchange through

proximity wireless technologies, localization and tracking capabilities,

self-organization capabilities and resource discovery,8 embedded secu-

rity and privacy-preserving mechanisms, semantic interoperability, and

data management energy-optimized solutions (that is anyway strictly

connected to the intrinsic wireless sensor network nature of the

infrastructure9). The fitness of IoT devices for solutions for the physi-

cal protection of places of interest has been demonstrated in literature

(eg, see Chilipirea et al 10).

At a higher level, IoT is one of the key paradigms that support Smart

Cities11–13; it allows for a systemic instrumentation of whole cities

for smart applications that include monitoring of buildings, traffic, and

environmental parameters. On these large scales, security and coordi-

nation problems arise for large peer-to-peer networks, such as the ones

that support IoT sensing networks.14,15

Of course, of paramount importance in the paradigm is data man-

agement: a data centric perspective on IoT is presented in Aggarwal

et al.16 When the scale of the system increases (eg, in Smart Cities

applications17), data mining techniques are needed to exploit collected

data,18 while data management can require Big Data methods.19

Internet-of-things technologies provide a flexible solution for cul-

tural heritage–related management and protection applications both

at small- (eg, smart museums,20–23 iotbd16) and large-scale (eg, smart

tourism,24 smart cities, and smart regions25), which may be used to

understand visitors’ behavior and interests.26

3.2 Markovian agents

In this paper, we model the crowd and the other elements of the sce-

nario by means of Markovian agents (MAs),27,28 a quantitative for-

malism that allows modeling of behavior and interactions of complex

agents on a stochastic basis. Markovian agent–based models can seam-

lessly scale up to millions of agents, provided that they can be classi-

fied into classes with similar elementary behaviors, and provide more

accurate results when the number of agents per class increases. More-

over, MA behaviors may be influenced by their relative positions in a

geographic area, described as a graph with given topological charac-

teristics, and by mutual interactions that can happen on a local or a

global scale, whether based on mutual interactions or broadcast logic.

A model consists of a collection of autonomously evolving agents in a

given generically defined space (eg, a map) that has a graph structure

and in which agents interact (between each other and with the loca-

tion) by exchanging abstract messages. An agent belongs to a class; each

class is described by a finite state automaton-like stochastic model (in

this paper, a colored Petri nets (CPN) description is adopted to sim-

plify the presentation and to exploit a high level representation), with

an additional message propagation function matrix 𝜋(d, l, s,m, t)x,y that

states how a message of type t generated in state s of an agent of class

cx located at m may be accepted by an agent of class cy located at l in

state d. Messages influence automata: they may evolve from one state

to another state by an induced transition (instead of a local transition)

that only depends on its internal conditions and its local environment;

eventually, a transition may cause the production of a new message.

From the quantitative point of view, the evolution of an agent is

evaluated by generating its finite-state continuous-time homogeneous

Markov chain, evolving according its specific transition matrix. A sin-

gle agent class that in a given instant is located in v is fully described

by a 5-tuple MA(v) = (Q(v),Λ(v),P(v),A(v), 𝜋0(v)), with Q(v) being the

infinitesimal generator matrix of the Markov chain, matrixΛ(v)describ-

ing the transition rates between the states, P(v)being the probability of

generating a message, A(v) the probability of accepting a message, and

𝜋0(v) the probability vector in the initial state. The spatial distribution

of agents over a space S (continuous or discrete and finite) is described

by 𝛿 ∶ S → ℜ+, and agents are distributed according to a Poisson

distribution in each subspace U ⊂ S, with mean ∫ ∫U𝛿(x)dx.

Markovian agent have been used for performance evaluation in dif-

ferent application fields, eg, behavior of massively distributed com-

puter architectures,29,30 the propagation of seismic waves,31 and the

dynamics of cancer cells.32

3.3 Modeling a crowd

For the purposes of this paper, a sound framework for the evaluation

of crowd movements and behavior is needed. A sound presentation of

related works in the field, together with a very good presentation of

the main problems and some important results is in Helbing et al,33

that we suggest to interested readers and that relies on a description of

spatio-temporal patterns in pedestrian crowds as self-organized phe-

nomena that can be modeled as particle in molecular dynamics. The

approach considered in this paper is inspired by a multiagent-based

model described in Almeida et al. 34 According to the authors, pedes-

trians, in normal conditions, always try to keep their path the shortest
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and the easiest possible, avoiding detours even in crowds. In panic or

emergency or rush situations, pedestrians change behavior and pro-

duce characteristic formations that result from the speed increase and

the concentrations in the same paths. In such situations, pedestrians

lose their ability for finding an optimal path and tend to reuse known

paths nothwithstanding the different conditions (eg, they try and exit

from the entrance they previously used), to exhibit herding or flocking

behavior, to cause stampedes, to start pushing each other, or to create

a dense arch of people in front of doors, blocking in fact the passage, ie,

creating a bottleneck effect.

4 MODELING APPROACH

We describe our scenario using a MAs-based27 model. In particu-

lar, we use 5 different agent classes representing, respectively: visi-

tors, attackers, rescuers, cultural heritage sites, and IoT-based sensing

devices. The first 3 agent classes are dynamic in the sense that they

move across the territory. The last two are static since they do not

change location during the evolution of the scenario.

4.1 Agent description formalism

Agents behavior is described using a variation of the CPN formalism,35

whose primitives are summarized in Figure 1. Tokens might be either

standard (ie, indistinguishable markers) or colored: the latter are char-

acterized by attributes selected from a color set < S >. Places that

contain colored tokens are labeled with the corresponding color set.

Transitions can be of 3 different types: timed, event, and synchronizing.

All transitions are enabled when their input places (ie, places to which

they are connected with input arcs) have enough tokens (of the specific

color, if required, as specified by the arc inscriptions). When a transi-

tion fires, it it removes the token from the input places that enabled the

firing and generates tokens (of a given color, if required, as specified by

the arc inscriptions) in the output places (ie, places to which they are

connected with output arcs). When specific colors are involved, arcs are

inscribed with the required attributes. Note that the color associated

with an output arc might be computed with a function.

The exact moment in which an enabled transition fires depends on

its type. Timed transitions fire after a specified (random) delay. Event

transitions fire as soon as the event specified by the associated guard

function becomes true. Synchronizing transitions fire together with

the event to which they are synchronized. In particular, each transi-

tion of this type has associated a label that corresponds to the name

given to a transition of the 2 other types. As soon as a timed or event

FIGURE 1 The colored Petri nets formalism used to describe the
agents’ behavior

transition with the matching name fires, the corresponding synchroniz-

ing transitions are enabled.

Note that the main contribution of this work is not the definition of

a new formalism to describe the behavior of MAs: the proposed CPN

dialect is used just to give a graphical description of the behavior of the

considered agent classes.

4.2 Model description

In the proposed model, we use 2 color sets, as summarized in Table 1.

In particular, color set S = {s1, … , sN} is the discrete set containing N

cultural heritage points considered in the model. We also use the inte-

ger color set L = {1, … Lmax} to denote the danger levels of a particular

attacked site.

Visitors are modeled with the agent shown in Figure 2. They start

visiting a site si, that corresponds to the initial marking of place Vis-

iting. As soon as they end their visit, timed transition End fires. The

firing time of this transition can depend on both the choice of site si,

and on the crowd currently visiting that site. Function chV()determines

the next site to be visited, and the transfer in modeled by the marking

of place Moving. The target is reached when the guard function at(s)
associated with the event transition Reaching evaluates as true.

During the visit to 1 site, an attack can occur: this is modeled by the

firing of the synchronizing transition Event. To better show the effect

of synchronizing events, small places, represented with dashed lines,

are used to emphasize the possibility of this transition of firing because

of the occurrence of external events that insert a token in the dashed

places. This convention will be used throughout the paper. If the event

occurs, visitors start to leave the current site si by moving the token

to place Escaping. Two events can occur to a visitor in this circum-

TABLE 1 Color sets

Color Set Description

< S > Cultural heritage sites

< L > Danger level (1 … Lmax)

FIGURE 2 The visitor agent
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FIGURE 3 The site agent

stance: (1) the visitor can be rescued by a rescuer (event denoted by

the firing of the synchronizing transitionRescue), or (2) the visitor can

independently manage to escape (firing of timed transition Escaped,

whose average firing time is again conditioned by both the considered

site si and the current crowd visiting the same location). Both events

will lead the visitor to marking the place Safe, denoting a successful

escape. However, should the site si collapse before the visitor is rescued

or escapes, the synchronizing transitionCrashwill fire and a token will

be generated in place Crashed.

Sites are modeled by the agent shown in Figure 3. They are in nor-

mal state (denoted by the marking of placeNormal), unless an attacker

succeeds in his attack (modeled by the firing of synchronizing transi-

tionEvent). In this case, placeDangerbecomes marked with a colored

token from the color set L that denotes the danger level of the situa-

tion. The danger level can increase by the firing of the timed transition

Increase until the maximum level Lmax is reached. At this point the site

collapses by the firing of the timed transitionCrash and the marking of

place Crashed.

The behavior of the attacker is modeled by the CPN shown in

Figure 4. Specifically, the attacker starts waiting for the best moment

to attack, as denoted by the marking of placeWaiting. The decision of

starting the attack is denoted by the firing of time transition Act, and

the selection of the target site is performed by function chA() that spec-

ifies the token si of the color set < S >. Motion is described, as for the

visitor case, by placeMoving and event transitionReached. When the

target site si has been reached, placePreparingbecomes marked and

the threat is realized with the firing of timed transition Event. While

the attacker is moving and preparing to realize the threat, the attacker

might be stopped by a rescuer, by firing of the synchronizing transition

Catch and the consequent marking of place Caught.

Sensor agents behaves as shown in Figure 5. They continuously mon-

itor the relevant area (when place Monitoring is marked), and they

can detect an attacker preparing his attack. In particular, detection

occurs when event transitionDetect becomes enabled because of the

guard function spot() evaluating as true. In this case, place Calling

becomes marked and, after a signaling delay, a rescuer becomes notified

by the firing of timed transition Call.

FIGURE 4 The attacker agent

FIGURE 5 The sensor agent

Figure 6 shows the model of the rescuer agents. When place

Patrolling is marked, rescuers are defending the site denoted by the

attribute s associated with the corresponding token. During patrolling,

they can discover an attacker, thanks to the firing of the timed transition

Catch. Agents can move to another site sj for the occurrence of any of

3 possible events. They can autonomously decide to move to another

location: this is denoted by the firing of time transition Next, and the

next site is decided by function chR(). The rescuer might be called by

a signal produced by a sensor: this is denoted by the firing of the syn-

chronizing transitionCall. They might also be attracted to a site where

an attacker has succeeded realizing the threat, as represented by the

firing of synchronizing transition Event. Motion is modeled using the

Moving place and the Reached transition as was done for visitors and

attacker agents. A response to a call and identification of an attacker

can also happen when a rescuer is moving from 1 site to another due

to the Catch and Call transitions, both having as output place the

Moving place. During rescue operations, a rescuer can successfully

save some visitors (firing of timed transitionRescue); the intervention

ends if the site collapses. This is denoted by the firing of synchronizing

transition Crash and the marking of place Crashed.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize, respectively, the events that lead to

synchronizations together with the agents that cause them, and the

functions used to both define guards for event transitions and color

selection in arc inscriptions.

Agents are distributed over a graph 𝜌 that represents the paths

(roads, streets, and steps) where visitors, rescuers, and attackers can

move. Each segment of the graph is characterized by a velocity func-

tion va(𝜌, x) that defines the speed at which an agent of class a ∈
{Visitor,Attacker,Rescuer} moves in a point x of the road, depending on

the density of agents on the graph 𝜌. In the scenario, there is a finite

set of cultural heritage sites positioned in specific points on the graph,

and a finite set of sensing devices, strategically placed over the territory.

A simple topology with 12 interconnection roads, 4 cultural heritage

sites, and 10 sensors is depicted in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 6 The rescuer agent

TABLE 2 Synchronizing events

Event Generated by Description

Event< s > Attacker The attack has success at location s

Crash< s > Site The site at location s collapses

Rescue< s > Rescuer Rescuer at location s performs a suc-
cessful rescue

Catch< s > Rescuer Rescuer catches attacker at location s

Call< s > Sensor Sensor detects an attacker at location s

TABLE 3 Functions and guards

Function Description

chV() New destination for a visitor

chA() Target location of an attack

chR() Next area to be patrolled by a rescuer

at(s) Agent reaches location s

spot(s) Sensor spots an attacker

FIGURE 7 The environment
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TABLE 4 Functions and guards

ID Site ID Site

1 Cattedrale di Matera A Chiese rupestri di San Nicola dei Greci

2 Museo della fotografia B Museo Laboratorio della Civilt Contadina

3 Fondazione SoutHeritage C Casa Noha

4 Sassi in Miniatura D Fondazione Zetema

5 Le Grandi Mostre nei Sassi E MUSMA - Museo della scultura contemporanea

6 La Scaletta Matera F Conservatorio statale di Musica

7 S. Giorgio al Paradiso - Sassi G Palazzo Bernardini

8 Piazza del Sedile H Mastropi-Teatro delle Ombre

9 Conservatorio Statale di Musica ER Duni I Polizia di Stato - Questura

10 Chiesa di S.Francesco D’Assisi II Polizia di Stato - Compartimento Polizia

11 Casa Ortega - Museo delle Arti applicate III Carabinieri - Comando provinciale

12 Casa D’imperio IV Polizia Stradale

V Vigili del Fuoco - Comando Provinciale

VI Vigili del Fuoco

FIGURE 8 Two views of the city of Matera, with the position of some sites emphasized
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FIGURE 9 The graph of the scenario superposed over the map

FIGURE 10 Evolution of the number of visitors in the first scenario
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4.3 Modeling IoT

The focus of this paper is on the use of IoT for the protection of cultural

heritage area. Internet of things enters in the model in the following

ways:

• Sensor agents represents typical IoT devices which can be surveil-

lance cameras, ambient monitoring device, microphones, etc. The

associated spot() function defines the way in which they can identify

a possible threat.

• The level of danger of a site (modeled by the attribute of marking

of placeDanger of the corresponding agent) can evolve at different

speeds depending on the characteristic of IoT devices equipped with

sensors and actuators that can automatically perform safety actions.

• The ability of rescuers to perform Catch and Rescue actions

(expressed by the corresponding firing time distribution) can be

influenced by the IoT devices that they can exploit during their mis-

sion.

• The selection of the next site to be reached by visitors and res-

cuers, modeled respectively by color assignment functions chV()and

chR() can reflect the use of smart applications that help in select-

ing the best choice depending on the current state of the whole

scenario.

• The speed at which agents can move va(𝜌, x) can be influenced by

IoT devices equipped in their means of transportation (that could

include bikes, push scooters, segways, etc).

4.4 Solution technique

The models are analyzed by a mixed technique that includes both stan-

dard discrete event simulation and MA mean-field approximation. In

particular, static agents (cultural heritage sites and IoT sensing devices)

and attackers are modeled with discrete event simulation since they

compose a small population of the model. Visitors and rescuers are

instead modeled using the mean-field solution approach typical of

MA models. This allows to avoid the problems that mean-field models

present when considering limited population, while allowing to con-

sider large populations of visitors and rescuers that would be impossi-

ble to manage with discrete event simulation alone.

5 A CASE STUDY: MATERA

The city of Matera, Italy, is a very peculiar place, characterized by lim-

ited accessibility. Popular traveling blog sites, such as “Never Ending

Voyage” defines the place as “the most spectacular city in Italy.”*

Most of the city of Matera is carved into the stone, and several public

places, like hotels and restaurants are located in caves. Buildings climb

up and down the hillside and houses are piled on top of each other,

with the roofs of some acting as streets for other. In particular, we focus

on the historical center of the city, where we identify a set of impor-

tant locations that we model with the agent sites presented in Figure 3.

In particular, Table 4 summarizes the main sites defined in the sce-

nario: they include both cultural heritage sites (1-12) and (A-H), among

which visitor agents move, and rescuers bases (I-VI). Figure 8 shows a

*http://www.neverendingvoyage.com/sassi-matera-italy/

couple of views of the city with the 3D function of the satellite vision

from Google Maps. We have also identified a set of possible intercon-

necting roads that are travelled on foot inside the historical center of

the town, and where rescuers can move by faster means in the area out-

side to reach the cultural heritage sites more quickly. Figure 9 shows the

graph superposed on the satellite view of the area.

5.1 Scenarios

We present 2 scenarios to show the potential of the approach. The

first scenario describes an ordinary situation, in which, after a religious

service in the main church on the center, that is the Cathedral of Mat-

era (Cattedrale di Matera, #1 in Figure 8), people leave the place and

go back to their occupations. The goal of this scenario is to show how

people behave spontaneously, with no menace, to provide a baseline

reference for the next scenario. In this scenario, we hypothesize that

500 people leave the church at the same time, in different directions.

The traveling speed has been set to match the one given by Google Map

when considering the best route that connects each of the 2 places at

the opposite ends of an edge of the topology graph.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the number of persons in the dif-

ferent relevant locations that are instrumented by means of sensors,

as time passes. In this case, agents move along the map, and visit the

considered sites. Each visit has an average duration of 20 minutes; after

this, each visitor agent moves randomly to one of the closest neigh-

boring sites. The figure shows that some locations have a peak in the

number of visitors, as they are along the path towards other locations,

that then decreases to a lower and almost constant value. The evolu-

tion of every single curve on the graph depends on the walking distance,

in minutes, of each location from the main church. The final different

number of visitors in the various locations depends on its position with

respect to the others; it shows that some location might become more

popular than others because they may be closer to some other very vis-

ited site. Future extensions of the work will consider a variable visiting

time to match the expected number of visitors of each site. Figure 11

shows the detail of the dynamics of the visitors’ movements, to let the

reader appreciate better the evolution.

FIGURE 11 Detail of the evolution of the number of visitors in the
first scenario. The key of the plot is the same as in Figure 10

http://www.neverendingvoyage.com/sassi-matera-italy/
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FIGURE 12 Evolution of visitor agents on the map. The area of the circles is proportional to the number of visitors in 1 site. The width of the lines
of the arrows is proportional to the number of visitors on the roads

The movement of the visitors is shown on the map in Figure 12. In

particular, the number of visitors in a site is represented by a circle,

whose area is proportional to the number of people at that site. The

arrows that interconnect the sites represent the moving visitors from

1 place to another. In particular, the width of the line that connects 2

sites is proportional to the number of visitors in that particular section

of the path. As it can be seen in Figure 12A, at time T = 30 seconds.

Most of the visitors are at the cathedral, but roads immediately near

the church start to be populated. After 5 minutes (Figure 12B), most

of the people is still at the cathedral, even if some of the neighbor sites

starts to become visited. After 15 minutes (Figure 12C), even some of

the sites that are a little bit further away from the cathedral start to

become visited. It is interesting to see how the number of people on the

road reduces from T = 5 minutes to T = 15 minutes; this is because

many visitors, after crowding the streets outside the church at the end

of the celebration, start to enjoy different sites, reducing the quantity

of people on the road. Figure 12D shows instead the steady state of

the system, 2 hours after the celebration, when visitors have decided

autonomously to continue their visit to the city in different ways.

In the second scenario, there is not a crisis, but an unexpected event

that does not include the presence of a crowd. Because Matera will

be the cultural capital of Europe in 2019, its museums have asked
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FIGURE 13 Possible escape routes of the attackers

FIGURE 14 Patrolling route probability of the rescuer. The key of the
plot is the same as in Figure 10

for help from other museums in Italy and Europe to bring in for the

year Matera-related art that they have. Indeed, some museums have

responded and a substantial number of ancient sculpture and artifacts

has come to Matera. Included is a famous painting of the Madonna

dell’Antani, that is to be exhibited in the cathedral. This has motivated a

gang of art thieves (or attachers) to plan a heist under the assumption

that Materas cathedral museums will not have all the protection that

major museums have. The thieves are targeting the cathedral. They plan

to do the heist at night on the Saturday before the Sunday celebra-

tions on January 6. What they have not accounted for is that the sensor

fusion center personnel is doing a last minute check of all the systems

before the grand opening the next day. One operator notices a car on

Piazza Duomo even though it has been decreed that no cars should be

there in anticipation of the Sunday morning crowd. The operator alerts

the center leadership. They focus the sensors on the car and the activ-

ity at the cathedral while they notify police and Carabinieri, who send

emergency response personnel to the area. However, because of the

inaccessibility of the area, the thieves are able to remove the painting

and start the car. The sensors track the car and the police apprehend

them shortly thereafter.

Figure 13 shows the possible escape routes that might be tried by the

thieves. In particular, arrows indicate the patterns they can use to leave

from the cathedral. The timing information defines when the attacker

will reach a specific point during his escape. The IoT sensors have to

check the routes followed by the attacker and direct the police and

other forces toward the area.

Without being guided by the IoT, the police will follow a predefined

patrolling route. Figure 14 shows the average number of agents in

each location, starting from an uniform distribution over all the places

and following a pseudo random route intended to reach each possible
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FIGURE 15 Escaping probability as function of the agent density and
amount of focusing over a suspect

spot in a even but unpredictable way. The plot focuses on a period of

11 minutes, the maximum time the attacker might require to leave the

area along the slowest route.

In our model, an attacker is caught by the firing of transition Catch

in both the rescuer (Figure 6) and attacker (Figure 4) agents. The IoT

can increase the probability of firing of this transition in 2 possible

ways. Firstly it can increase the focus of the policemen over the sus-

pect making easier for them to spot the escaping target. In our model,

this corresponds to the firing rate for transition Catch for the res-

cuer. Secondly, it can increase the number of rescuer agent in the area

where the attacker is located by firing theCall transition and force the

agent to move in the proper location. Figure 15 shows the effects on

the probability of the attacker to successfully escape. In particular, the

horizontal axis shows the rate of transition Catch: its value, measured

in events per minutes, characterizes a Poisson process that models the

occurrence of a successful apprehension of an attacker by a rescuer.

The 3 different lines, named, respectively, as 5, 50, and 500, describe

the equivalent agent density that can be reached by the IoT alerting

the rescuers. For example, the value 50 describes the case in which

the IoT can bring to the places where the attacker has been spotted a

number of rescuer agents that would be otherwise obtained with 50

agents randomly patrolling the area, without IoT network in place. As

expected, the probability of catching the attacker increases (thus, the

escape probability shown in Figure 15 decreases) by either increasing

the catch rate or the equivalent number of agents. It also shows that it

seems to be more effective to increase the capability of the IoT network

to direct the rescuers in the correct place where the attacker is moving,

rather than increase the ability of focusing on the right suspects.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a study for a system in which IoT devices

are used to monitor and protect a cultural heritage site such as the city

of Matera, in Italy. The main feature of this work has been the use of

a single model that is able to capture, at an high level, a large num-

ber of interacting entities of different types: IoT devices, visitors, sites,

attackers, protectors, spatial topology, and interconnecting networks.

Although many components are greatly simplified, they could still allow

us to study some realistic scenarios and use them to estimate the per-

formance and properly size and guide the deployment/upgrade of a IoT

infrastructure.

The presented results show the impact of the application of the use

and of a proper deployment of IoT devices to support the design and

the implementation of protection strategies and actions in defense of

cultural heritage and relevant sites. The approach is very flexible and

provides the specialists with qualitative and quantitative evaluation

means of the effectiveness of the designed protection policies.

Future works will concentrate on testing different, more advanced,

attack patterns in different locations. The approach will also be

improved by integrating it into multiformalism and multisolution mod-

eling methodologies, to simplify the description of the considered

scenario and improve the usability of the modeling technique for spe-

cialists that are not experts of modeling and performance evaluation.
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